
NWBA 2015 Rule Changes 
 

1. The NWBA rulebook stated that a “roller bar” was required underneath the 
footplate of the wheelchair to prevent floor damage.  A roller bar is not 
required equipment now.  A player may use a chair with a roller bar 
underneath the footplate, but it is not required. 

 
2. Players are not longer required to use a foot strap or leg strap.  The rules 

committee felt this rule was hard to enforce due to the requirement that the 
strap needed to be tight.  It is legal for players to use a foot strap or leg strap, 
but not required.  Note: Officials must be aware of players using their feet 
stop or control the speed and direction of the wheelchair.  This is a PAF foul 
for any player using their feet to control or stop their chairs by place the foot 
on the floor. 

 
3. The rule for throwing the ball off of an opposing chair has been changed. 

Previously, it was only a violation on the offending team if the ball went out 
of bounds.  The rules state that “if a player intentionally throws the ball off 
the chair or player, a violation will be called immediately for the infraction”.  
Officials must determine intent first, (was the player just making a good 
hustle play and saving a ball from going out of bounds – no intent to gain and 
advantage, play on) or did the offensive player trapped in the back court 
intentionally throw the ball off the opposing chair to prevent a 10 second 
backcourt violation – intent to gain advantage, violation will be call on 
contact with the ball).   

 
4. The NWBA has ruled that all CURRENT members of the US International 

teams may use their international competition chairs in NWBA games. These 
chairs have been approved for competition.  These players may not alter or 
change their chairs so that it does not meet international rule specifications.  
The players shall notify the officials during pregame chair measurements 
that they are using an international chair.  It should be noted in the 
scorebook the specific player(s) who are using the chair. This rule applies for 
all aspects of the chair to include cushion thickness, straps, etc.. 

 


